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Active Video Splitter Crack

Active Video Splitter is a powerful and comprehensive piece of
software designed to split a large video files into smaller clips of
various formats. The video files can be previewed in the internal
player to set the length of the resulting clips accurately. This
program provides different splitting methods to make splitting
easy: There is another splitting mode which provides a way for
cutting a video to several equal parts. The nice looking and
intuitive user-friendly interface allows movie editing in a few
mouse clicks. Here are some key features of "Active Video
Splitter": ￭ Excellent video splitting software that split a large
video to small clips. ￭ Split large AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, WMV, MP4, MOV formats file into smaller clips in
various format. ￭ Preview the video before splitting. ￭ There are
two splitting mode: Manual Mode and Auto Mode. ￭ Fully
supports "Drag and Drop". ￭ Nice looking and intuitive user-
friendly interface. ￭ Technical support and lifetime updates are
FREE! ￭ 30-days money back guarantee. Limitations: ￭ 30
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seconds splitting limit ￭ Nag screen Active Video Splitter
Screenshots: Active Video Splitter Review Active Video Splitter
is a powerful and comprehensive piece of software designed to
split a large video files into smaller clips of various formats. The
video files can be previewed in the internal player to set the
length of the resulting clips accurately. This program provides
different splitting methods to make splitting easy: There is
another splitting mode which provides a way for cutting a video
to several equal parts. The nice looking and intuitive user-
friendly interface allows movie editing in a few mouse clicks.
Here are some key features of "Active Video Splitter": ￭
Excellent video splitting software that split a large video to small
clips. ￭ Split large AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1, MPEG-2,
WMV, MP4, MOV formats file into smaller clips in various
format. ￭ Preview the video before splitting. ￭ There are two
splitting mode: Manual Mode and Auto Mode. ￭ Fully supports
"Drag and Drop". ￭ Nice looking and intuitive user-friendly
interface. ￭ Technical support and lifetime updates are FREE! ￭
30-days money back guarantee. Limitations
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This is a commercial application that allows you to directly key
macro functions into your media player. This high-quality
application is able to make the most of the features of some of
the best media players available today. This allows you to
perform actions that simply would not be possible using the
average media player. KeyMacro is not limited to the abilities of
one media player. It is a universal application that can be used
with any media player. KeyMacro provides you with an easy to
use, fully interactive experience. You will be able to define as
many key commands as you wish. All the media player is
required to do is to activate the key commands that are defined.
KeyMacro supports the following media players: Windows
Media Player, Windows Media Center, WinAmp, Apple
Quicktime, XMMS, iTunes, and Windows Media Player.
KeyMacro is available for Windows 2000/XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10. WIDE
PICTURE/LOW PICTURE Iso Media Description: This is a
program for the conversion of video format to DVD movie.It
uses the standard MPEG2/MP4 video format. The ISO videos
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can be trimmed, saved as DVD, and made playable by DVD
player. Supported video formats include AVI, MPG, MPEG,
MOV, MPG, RM, RMVB, MP4, MKV, RMVB, 3GP, MP4,
FLV, VOB, DAT, RMVB, MTS, F4V, MP4, SVQ, DAT, TS,
VOB, AVI, 3GP, WMV, ASF, and WTV. General features: -
Supports multi-threaded conversion for batch conversion. -
Supports batch conversion. - Supports preview. - Supports auto-
trimming. - Supports custom video output settings. - Supports
ISO files, DVD files, and video frames. - Supports conversion
between video, DVD, and audio formats. - Supports DVD menu
construction. - Supports the creation of an ISO file, a DVD file,
and a video file. - Supports saving the video conversion results as
a movie file. - Supports subtitle editing. - Supports language,
angle, and color correction. - Supports picture/frame selection. -
Supports DVD authoring. - Supports output settings and
configuration. - Supports the edition of the video frame. -
Supports audio editing. 1d6a3396d6
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Active Video Splitter is a powerful and comprehensive piece of
software designed to split a large video files into smaller clips of
various formats. The video files can be previewed in the internal
player to set the length of the resulting clips accurately. This
program provides different splitting methods to make splitting
easy: There is another splitting mode which provides a way for
cutting a video to several equal parts. The nice looking and
intuitive user-friendly interface allows movie editing in a few
mouse clicks. Here are some key features of "Active Video
Splitter": ￭ Excellent video splitting software that split a large
video to small clips. ￭ Split large AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, WMV, MP4, MOV formats file into smaller clips in
various format. ￭ Preview the video before splitting. ￭ There are
two splitting mode: Manual Mode and Auto Mode. ￭ Fully
supports "Drag and Drop". ￭ Nice looking and intuitive user-
friendly interface. ￭ Technical support and lifetime updates are
FREE! ￭ 30-days money back guarantee. Limitations: ￭ 30
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seconds splitting limit ￭ Nag screen Get More Information
Active Video Splitter is a powerful and comprehensive piece of
software designed to split a large video files into smaller clips of
various formats. The video files can be previewed in the internal
player to set the length of the resulting clips accurately. This
program provides different splitting methods to make splitting
easy: There is another splitting mode which provides a way for
cutting a video to several equal parts. The nice looking and
intuitive user-friendly interface allows movie editing in a few
mouse clicks. Here are some key features of "Active Video
Splitter": ￭ Excellent video splitting software that split a large
video to small clips. ￭ Split large AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, WMV, MP4, MOV formats file into smaller clips in
various format. ￭ Preview the video before splitting. ￭ There are
two splitting mode: Manual Mode and Auto Mode. ￭ Fully
supports "Drag and Drop". ￭ Nice looking and intuitive user-
friendly interface. ￭ Technical support and lifetime updates are
FREE! ￭ 30-days money back guarantee. Limitations: ￭ 30
seconds splitting limit �

What's New in the Active Video Splitter?
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Active Video Splitter is a powerful and comprehensive piece of
software designed to split a large video files into smaller clips of
various formats. The video files can be previewed in the internal
player to set the length of the resulting clips accurately. This
program provides different splitting methods to make splitting
easy: There is another splitting mode which provides a way for
cutting a video to several equal parts. The nice looking and
intuitive user-friendly interface allows movie editing in a few
mouse clicks. Here are some key features of "Active Video
Splitter": - Excellent video splitting software that split a large
video to small clips. - Split large AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, WMV, MP4, MOV formats file into smaller clips in
various format. - Preview the video before splitting. - There are
two splitting mode: Manual Mode and Auto Mode. - Fully
supports "Drag and Drop". - Nice looking and intuitive user-
friendly interface. - Technical support and lifetime updates are
FREE! - 30-days money back guarantee. - 30 seconds splitting
limit - Nag screen Comments and Ratings: Here are some key
features of "Active Video Splitter": - Excellent video splitting
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software that split a large video to small clips. - Split large AVI,
DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, WMV, MP4, MOV formats
file into smaller clips in various format. - Preview the video
before splitting. - There are two splitting mode: Manual Mode
and Auto Mode. - Fully supports "Drag and Drop". - Nice
looking and intuitive user-friendly interface. - Technical support
and lifetime updates are FREE! - 30-days money back
guarantee. - 30 seconds splitting limit - Nag screen Comments
and Ratings: Here are some key features of "Active Video
Splitter": - Excellent video splitting software that split a large
video to small clips. - Split large AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, WMV, MP4, MOV formats file into smaller clips in
various format. - Preview the video before splitting. - There are
two splitting mode: Manual Mode and Auto Mode. - Fully
supports "Drag and Drop". - Nice looking and intuitive user-
friendly interface. - Technical support and lifetime updates are
FREE! - 30-days money back guarantee. - 30 seconds splitting
limit - Nag screen Comments and Ratings: Here are some key
features of "Active Video Splitter": - Excellent video splitting
software that split a large video to small clips. - Split large AVI,
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DivX, Xvid, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, WMV, MP4, MOV formats
file into smaller clips in various format. - Preview the video
before splitting. - There
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™
i5-4590, Core™ i7-4790, AMD FX-8150 Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660, ATI Radeon HD 7850,
NVIDIA Geforce GTX 760 or AMD Radeon R9 280 DirectX:
Version 11 Hard Drive: 30 GB free space Network: Broadband
Internet connection Additional Notes:
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